overset
long proofs
--Morrie can pull one out to use on Cutthroat
The Gibraltar—newspaper invective
A bright terrible wink of lightning
the scuff of hooves (on way to Section 37)
the coarse clothes of the poor; as shabby as they were solemn (or the reverse)
--He told me to make his bucket. (Heard on All Things Considered, said by a wife of WVa miner; means to make up his lunch bucket.)
use w/ Morrie:

dark sharp ridges finned up, and small rocks lay all across the prairie as if a mountain had been dragged over it and bits had grated off all the way. The mountain, of course, had been glacier ice, and...
on back of Rick Newby's piece on Granville Stuart, Isabell Randall piece has cutline quote about "grisly pears."